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Technology Revolution: The Future of Now
Wednesday at 8 AM Pacific/11 AM Eastern
October 07th 2015:Transporting Your Factory into the Future
Now - Part 2
The buzz: Now! Attention, manufacturers. If it's a surprise that
we’re mid-way into the 4th industrial revolution, here’s a news
flash. Your manufacturing facility needs to take advantage of
the exponential advances in technology, big data and
innovations – or you’ll soon be out of business. How can you
catch up? Harness the power of in-memory computing, IoT,
wearable technologies, additive manufacturing and predictive
capabilities. And stop underestimating customers’ evolving
expectations (your competition isn’t). The experts speak. Mark
Frank, Deloitte: “Vision without execution is just hall
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Mark Frank
Mark Frank is Deloitte Consulting’s U.S. Automotive SAP Practice Leader, responsible
for project delivery, practice operations and business development. He is an
experienced Engagement Principal with over twenty-five years of large-scale SAP
systems implementation experience. In addition to his outstanding project
management track record, Mark has broad expertise in Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP). Mark has predominantly served clients in automotive, industrial products, hitech and global manufacturing industries. He has held various leadership positions in
Deloitte’s SAP and Technology practices.
Read more

David Dreyer
David Dreyer is a Solutions Principal for manufacturing in SAP's NA Center of
Excellence, after ten years in IT leadership capacities with Harley-Davidson Motor
Company. Most recently David served as ERP Design Lead in Harley-Davidson's
Center of Excellence, focused on strategic manufacturing applications and integration.
Prior, he was responsible for the manufacturing applications R&D team and
deployment of enterprise-wide Visual Manufacturing systems. He began his career in
public accounting as a CPA, successfully managed the turnaround of a technology
start-up, then moved into consulting for IT innovation over the next 10 years, including
an engagement with Harley-Davidson that led to hi
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Rick Imber
Rick Imber is the National Vice President for the Extended Supply Chain Center of
Excellence. He has over 17 years’ experience at SAP and has worked in all areas of
SAP software solutions, in several different capacities from solution engineering, to
product management and sales. Rick not only leads the North America Go To Market
efforts for S/4HANA, he also has extensive experience in product lifecycle
Management, environmental health and safety, enterprise asset management,
supplier relationship management and enterprise mobility. Rick holds a bachelor’s of
science degree in mathematics and computer science from the University of
California, San Diego.
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